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We numerically investigate thermal transport at solid-solid interfaces with graded intermediate
layers whose masses vary exponentially from one side to the other. Using Non-Equilibrium Green’s
Function (NEGF) and Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD) simulations, we show that an
exponentially mass-graded junction with a finite thickness can result in 68% of enhancement in ther-
mal conductance larger compared to a single bridging layer (29%) and a linear mass-graded junction
(64%) of similar thickness. We examine how the thermal conductance at such interfaces is influenced
by geometric qualities and strength of anharmonicity. For geometric properties, we tested the effects
from number of layers and the junction thickness. In the absence of anharmonicity, increasing the
number of layers results in better elastic phonon transmission at each individual boundary, countered
by the decrease of available conducting channels. Consequently, in the harmonic regime, conduc-
tance initially increases with number of layers due to better bridging, but quickly saturates. The
presence of slight anharmonic effects (at ultra-low temperature T = 2 K) turns the saturation into
a monotonically increasing trend. Anharmonic effects can facilitate interfacial thermal transport
through the thermalization of phonons. At high temperature, however, the role of anharmonicity
as a facilitator of interfacial thermal transport reverses. Strong anharmonicity introduces signifi-
cant intrinsic resistance, overruling the enhancement in thermal conduction at the boundaries. Our
analysis shows that in our model Lennard-Jones system, the influence of a mass-graded junction on
thermal conductance is dominated by the phonon thermalization through anharmonic effects, while
elastic phonon transmission plays a secondary role. It follows that at a particular temperature,
there exists a corresponding junction thickness at which thermal conductance is maximized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

New challenges for thermal management of semiconductor devices have arisen due to the miniaturization of present
day electronics to the nanoscale[1]. For such devices, thermal resistance at material interfaces limits heat dissipation,
increases their operating temperature, and ultimately impacts their performance and reliability [2]. The heat dissi-
pation problem of semiconductor devices can be mitigated using high thermal conductivity materials, like diamond,
as heat spreaders. However, this approach is limited by the thermal resistance at material interfaces arising inside
and in between devices, as well as their connections to external bias and contact pads [3–6]. Thus, thermal resistance
at interfaces is a critical bottleneck for thermal management of semiconductor devices and concerted efforts are now
focused on reducing this resistance [7–9].

The thermal conduction at an interface can be enhanced by varying interfacial properties such as roughness[10],
atomic composition and bonding [11–14]. By strengthening the bonds at a junction for example, phonon transmission
across the interface can be made to increase, along with the corresponding thermal conductance [15–20]. The interfacial
geometry can also influence thermal transport across material interfaces by providing larger effective interfacial contact
area [21]. Even interatomic mixing at the interface can result in an increase in conductance due to the introduction
of new transport channels across the interface [22–24]. Moreover, it has been shown that anharmonic interactions
significantly facilitate heat transfer across solid-solid interfaces [25].

It has been proposed to enhance interfacial conductance by insertion of a thin (∼nm) intermediate layer at the
interface [19, 22, 26–30] similar to applications of anti-reflective (AR) coatings in photonics [31]. In the harmonic
limit, the layer increases the elastic transmission of phonon modes as well as the overlap of phonon density of states
(PDOS) of the materials at the newly formed interfaces and acts as a “phonon bridge” [22]. Previously, we showed
that anharmonic processes play a key role in the enhancement of thermal conduction in these systems in comparison
with the purely harmonic limit [29]. At each material junction, those processes help phonons thermalize to frequencies
with higher transmissions and thus they can increase the thermal conductance [32]. Moreover, anharmonic processes
decouple the two material interfaces abutting the thin layer and thus the system resistance can be represented as the
sum of the boundary resistances plus a junction resistance [29]. This generates an optimum condition: since each
interfacial resistance depends on the ratio of the acoustic impedances on each side, the maximum thermal conductance
happens when the atomic mass (i.e., impedance for constant bond stiffness) of the layer is the geometric mean of the
contact masses[29], which we refer to as the “geometric mean rule” throughout the rest of this article.

In this work, we refer to the additive transport regime, in which interfaces become decoupled and we observe that
thermal resistances are additive due to incoherence [33]. Commonly, it is thought that the overall resistance at a
bridged interface equals the sum of interfacial and intrinsic resistances only when transport is diffusive, i.e. when
phonons mean free path (MFP) becomes smaller than the layer thickness. However, we have shown previously [29]
that at bridged interfaces, layer thicknesses much smaller (∼ nm) than the bulk phonon MFP are sufficient for the
thermal resistance to be treated as the sum of the resistances. Based on our definition, the diffusive limit is the
extreme limit for the additive regime in terms of increasing phonon scattering.

FIG. 1. Schematic of a mass-graded interface with Nl layers. In this case, each layer has a thickness of 2 unit cells (t = 2 u.c.)
and the thickness of the junction is L = t×Nl u.c.

Building on our previous work with a monolithic bridging interface [29, 32], in this paper we explore the enhancement
of thermal conductance of a mass-graded interface or an interface with several intermediate thin layers (Fig. 1)
analogous to the design of refractive index-graded AR coatings [34, 35]. The atomic mass of each layer (mn) is chosen
based on the geometric mean rule relative to its neighboring layers, which corresponds to an exponential change of
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the atomic masses from the left contact mass (ml) to the right contact mass (mr) described by:

mn = ml.e
ζn, (1)

with ζ = ln (mr/ml)/(Nl + 1). We show that this choice of masses leads to a conductance enhancement about two
times larger than the best enhancement obtained with a single bridging layer studied by Polanco et al. [29] (see
Fig. 7 for L = 6 u.c.). Moreover, we demonstrate larger enhancement compared to a previously proposed linearly
mass-graded interface[36] (Sec. VI). Our results examine the influence of the number of layers Nl and the thickness
of the layers t (Fig. 1) on the thermal conduction across mass-graded interfaces.

Besides studying the influence of geometric parameters, we also explore the effect of varying the strength of anhar-
monicity on the conductance. Non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) and Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics
(NEMD) simulations are used to compare interfacial thermal transport without anharmonic processes at T = 0 K
(Sec. III), with weak anharmonicity at low temperature of 2 K (Sec. IV), and with strong anharmonicity at medium
temperature of 30 K (Sec. V). We find that the strength of anharmonicity determines how different geometric proper-
ties of the mass-graded junction influence the conductance. In the limit of weak anharmonicity, increasing the junction
thickness facilitates thermal transport by phonon thermalization. In the limit of strong anharmonicity, however, in-
creasing the layer thickness over the optimum thickness increases phonon back scattering and suppresses thermal
transport. Our results suggest that in our model Lennard-Jones system, anharmonic effects contribute mostly to the
enhancement in the conductance associated with insertion of a mass-graded junction while contributions from elastic
phonon transmission come secondary.

II. METHODOLOGY

The focus of our study is mass-graded interfaces (Fig. 1), with the atomic mass of each intermediate layer varying
exponentially from the left to the right contact according to Eq. 1. All atomic interactions in the system are dictated
by the same Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (see Appendix A). The system has a single atom per primitive unit cell
and a face-centered cubic crystal structure. Thermal conductance (G) across the mass-graded interface is defined as
the ratio between the heat flux (q) crossing the interface and the temperature drop across the entire junction (∆T):

G =
q

∆T
. (2)

To calculate G using Eq. 2 within NEMD, we prescribe a constant temperature difference over the simulation box.
Upon reaching a steady state temperature profile, we fit the temperature data at the contacts with linear profiles,
which are extrapolated to the external edges of the first and last intermediate layers to define ∆T. Heat flux q
is calculated by monitoring the cumulative energy added/subtracted to the hot/cold Langevin baths. We calculate
thermal conductance at T = 2 K and T = 30 K, which are 0.7% and 10% of the melting temperature, to explore
the phonon transport in the limit of weak and strong phonon-phonon interactions. The conductance in the limit of
zero phonon-phonon interactions is calculated using harmonic NEGF [37, 38]. To compare these simulations with
the NEMD results, we take the classical limit of the Bose-Einstein distribution (~ωcut � kBT) and compute the
conductance as [29]:

G =
kB

2πA

∫ ∞
0

dωMT, (3)

where ~ωcut is the maximum phonon energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, A is the cross-sectional area, M is the
number of modes contributing to transport, and T is the average transmission per mode. MT is calculated using
the NEGF formalism as MT = Tr[ΓlG

rΓrG
r†], where Gr is the retarded Green’s function describing the vibrational

dynamics of the interface and Γl,r are the broadening matrices describing how the modes in the contacts interact
with the intermediate layers [33, 39, 40]. Equation 3 shows that G is a summation of modes times transmission over
the entire frequency spectra, meaning that M and T are the two components determining the conductance. Further
details of all calculations are provided in Appendix A.

III. HARMONIC LIMIT

The analysis of our mass-graded interfaces in the harmonic limit is simplified using the system symmetry. Since
all the material boundaries are perfectly abrupt, the potential energy is translationally invariant in the transverse
direction, parallel to the boundaries. Thus, the force in that direction is zero and only phonons that conserve their
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transverse momentum or wavevector (k⊥) can contribute to thermal transport. We define the number of combinations
of phonons that conserve momentum along the system as the number of conserving channels Mc and count them
using[29]

Mc(ω) =
∑
k⊥

min
α
Mα(ω, k⊥), (4)

with α varying over the contacts and intermediate layers. Mα is the number of propagating modes in material α,
which can be obtained by calculating MT from NEGF for each bulk material. In that case, the transmission for each
mode is unity and thus MT = M . Since the conserving modes are the only ones that contribute to transport, we
define an average transmission over those modes as Tc(ω) = MT (ω)/Mc(ω). Replacing MT in Eq. 3 by McTc allows
us to separate G into a phase space of available transport channels, Mc, and its average phonon transmission, Tc.
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FIG. 2. G vs. Nl in the harmonic limit. G quickly saturates as Nl increases.

As the number of intermediate layers, Nl, of a mass-graded interface increases, the harmonic conductance initially
increases but saturates after Nl > 5 (Fig. 2). This trend is due to the interplay (see Eq. 3) between increasing
transmission Tc (Fig. 3(a) and (d)) but decreasing number of transport channels Mc (Fig. 3(a) and (c)). The gain in
Tc is due to the decrease in thermal impedance (acoustic impedance in linear dispersion regime) mismatch between
adjacent layers [7, 41]. This gain happens mostly below 10 Trad/s (Fig. 3(d)) and is responsible for the increase of
MT (ω) over the same frequency range (Fig. 3(b)) since Mc does not change much in that range. Note that the cut-off
frequency for the lowest acoustic branch is 10.98 Trad/s, which seems to suggest that decreasing the mass mismatch
helps phonon transmission for states with similar polarization (Fig. 10). The monotonic decrease of Mc follows from
Eq. 4 as adding more intermediate layers can only decrease the minimum of modes at each k⊥ and ω. The interplay
between Mc and Tc yields a modest conductance enhancement in the saturated regions (Nl > 5 in Fig. 2), between
11% and 17%.

The saturation of G follows from a combined saturation of Mc and Tc. Mc(ω, k⊥) is obtained taking the minimum
of modes (Eq. 4) over a set of materials with the same force constants and crystal structure, but with masses varying
exponentially from one contact to another. Thus the dispersions and Mα(ω, k⊥) for those materials change gradually
according to the mass. As Nl increases, the interval of this function is sampled more finely by the set of Mα(ω, k⊥), and
thus Mc saturates to the lower bound. The transmission enhancement also saturates as it approaches its maximum
value, unity (Fig. 3d).

The conductance of a mass-graded junction does not only depend on the number of layers, it also depends on the
thickness of each layer t (Fig. 2). Thin layers yield larger conductance, but this enhancement disappears at about
t = 3 u.c. We attribute the sharp increase in G when the layer thickness is ultra-thin to phonon tunneling. For very
thin layers (in our case, 2–3 conventional unit cells), phonons can tunnel even when the middle layers do not have
propagating modes at a particular ω and momentum k⊥ but the adjacent materials do. The transport of those extra
phonons across the system enhances the overall conductance. This phenomenon was previously observed by English
et al. [22] and Liang and Tsai [26] and they related it to the resulting sharp and narrow density of states associated
with the thin film which can influence the elastic vs. inelastic thermal transport at the boundaries.

IV. WEAKLY ANHARMONIC LIMIT

Surprisingly, at low temperature when anharmonicity is weak, the trend of G vs. Nl from our NEMD simulations
(Fig. 4(a)) differs from that obtained in the harmonic limit by NEGF. We were expecting similar trends because at
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FIG. 3. (a) Normalized values of G, Mc, and Tc with respect to the abrupt interface vs. Nl. Mc =
∫∞
0
Mc(ω)dω and

Tc =
∫∞
0
Tc(ω)dω. Tc increases while Mc decreases with Nl, leading to the saturation of G. NEGF results of (b) number of

modes times transmission MT(ω), (c) number of available modes Mc(ω) and (d) average transmission Tc(ω) = MT (ω)
Mc(ω)

when Nl

is 0 (abrupt), 1, 2 and 6. All simulations are performed for t = 6 u.c.

low temperature (T = 2 K, which is about 1% of the melting temperature), atomic displacements in our NEMD
simulation are small and thermal transport should be mostly harmonic. Nevertheless, this expectation seems to hold
only for systems with t = 1 u.c., where we see a peak followed by a saturation (Fig. 2 and 4(a)). We have verified
that the observed trends do not result from size effects on the simulation domains (see Appendix A).
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FIG. 4. G vs. Nl in the presence of anharmonicity at T = 2 K when the layer thicknesses vary from 1 u.c. to 6 u.c. (a) NEMD
results. G increases almost linearly with Nl. Furthermore thicker layers yield larger G. b) additive limit (Eq. 5). G increases
with Nl and quickly saturates.

The increasing trend of G vs Nl in our ultra-low temperature NEMD simulations (Fig. 4) is not dictated by additive
phonon transport either. In the additive limit, the conductance of the system, Gdl, can be defined as the inverse of
the sum of resistances:

1/Gdl =

Nl∑
i=1

1/Gblk,i +

Nl+1∑
j=1

1/Gint,j , (5)

where 1/Gblk,i = t/κi is the resistance intrinsic to the ith intermediate layer, κi is the intrinsic thermal conductivity
of material i and 1/Gint,j is the interfacial resistance for the jth boundary. We neglect 1/Gblk,i in our analysis since
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it is significantly less than 1/Gint,j at T = 2 K. For instance for a mass-graded interface with t = 6 u.c. and Nl = 5,
the temperature drop at the interfaces is 93% of the total drop between the contacts (Fig. 11). Figure 4(b) shows
the trend of G vs. Nl in the additive limit with each Gint,j calculated on a single, independent boundary using NEGF
and neglecting 1/Gblk,i. G initially increases as neighboring layers become more similar and then saturates. The
saturation is not seen in NEMD results and thus we conclude that the monotonic increase of conductance at very low
temperatures results from neither purely harmonic nor additive transport.

The increasing trend in Fig. 4 hints at the important role played by phonon-phonon interaction in enhancing
the conductance of mass-graded interfaces. Conductance seems to increase linearly with Nl and the slope increases
with t. Larger Nl and t values result in a thicker total junction length, L, which allows more phonon-phonon
scattering in this region. Given the conductance increases as phonon-phonon scattering increases, we hypothesize
that scattering promotes thermalization that helps high frequency phonons with lower chance of transmission jump
to modes with lower frequencies and higher transmission. This behavior is similar to the linear increase of interfacial
thermal conductance with temperature, in which stronger anharmonicity contributes to better thermalization in the
neighborhood of the interface[29, 32].
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FIG. 5. Interfacial thermal conductance values from NEMD simulations at T = 2 K for different junction thicknesses. Each
color represents a different sub-layer thickness. Note that total thickness L = Nl × t. Sample error bars are shown at L = 8,
16, 24, 32, 40, and 48 u.c. (inset) conductance values are shown for three cases of varying number of layers, layer’s thickness
and junction thickness.

The contributions to the enhancement of G from both anharmonicity and elastic phonon transmission are further
analyzed in Fig. 5. Conductance increases with L with a similar slope when t >1, suggesting that anharmonicity
constitutes the major contribution in the enhancement. This idea is further supported by comparing the enhancement
from varying Nl while fixing L (i.e. varying phonon transmission at a fixed strength of anharmonicity) with the results
from fixed Nl while varying L (varying the strength of anharmonicity with fixed phonon transmission). Figure 5
suggests that the contribution from the latter is larger than the former. To make this argument quantitative, we
turn to the conductance values shown in the inset of Fig. 5. At a fixed L = 30 u.c., doubling Nl results in less than
1% enhancement in G, whereas at a fixed Nl, increasing L from 30 to 60 u.c. results in more than 5% improvement
in conductance. When fixing L, the enhancement would solely be due to increases in phonon transmission at the
boundaries; however, this enhancement is very small without the presence of anharmonicity. Bridging layers not only
introduce better matching at each boundary, but also provide phonons with opportunity for thermalization, providing
thereby a larger contribution to the overall enhancement.

The values of G in the weak anharmonic limit (Fig. 4(a) and 5) are bounded by those in the harmonic limit (lower
bound) (Fig. 2) and those in the additive limit (upper bound) (Fig. 4(b)). Also, as Nl or L increases, G seems to
transition from the harmonic to the additive limit. To quantify the ratio of harmonic vs. additive phonon transport
across the junction, we define a quantity β such that G = βGhl + (1 − β)Gal, where the harmonic conductance Ghl
is obtained from NEGF calculations across multiple layers, while the additive limit conductance Gal is obtained from
Eq. 5 by adding NEGF calculations at single boundaries (Fig. 6). As Nl increases, G approaches the additive limit
and thus β decreases, meaning less phonons can transport across all the interfaces without being scattered by other
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phonons. This is consistent with our conjecture that the bridging layers facilitate more phonons participating in the
thermalization process.
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FIG. 6. The contribution from ballistic phonon transport β vs Nl when the layer thickness varies from 1 unit cell to 6 unit
cells. β = 1 represents purely ballistic transport.

V. STRONGLY ANHARMONIC LIMIT

Conductance values from NEMD simulations at high temperature (T = 30 K), when anharmonicity is strong, are
plotted in Fig. 7. The trend of G vs. L results from the interplay between the interfacial Gint,j and intrinsic Gblk,i
conductances in Eq. 5. Table I explains the opposite influences of these two conductance terms quantitatively. For
constant layer thickness t, when Nl increases from 2 to 7, the overall conductance G increases because of higher phonon
transmission at individual boundaries which increases the interfacial conductances Gint,j . Moreover, in this regime,
extra phonon-phonon scattering provided by larger L enhances the conductance through phonon thermalization, also
resulting in higher Gint,j values. G then reaches a maximum at junction thicknesses around 20-30 u.c. When Nl
increases from 7 to 10, G decreases with the junction thickness because the gain of conductance at the boundaries
Gint,j is overshadowed by the decrease in the layers’ intrinsic conductance Gblk,i. Consequently, the maximum G is
dictated by the interplay between the intrinsic phonon-phonon resistance of the mass-graded junction (1/Gblk,i) and
the interfacial resistance at each individual boundary (1/Gint,j).

This interplay is mainly driven by the strength of anharmonic processes in the system. To elaborate, we observed
in Fig. 5 that at low temperature when anharmonicity is weak, extra anharmonicity provided by thicker junctions can
enhance the transport. On the other hand, in Fig. 7 when anharmonicity is strong, extra anharmonic scattering will
be a disadvantage to the overall transport. In both of these scenarios the potential enhancement from higher elastic
transmission of phonons at the boundaries is subtle. These observations show that the influence of a bridging layer
on thermal conductance is dominated by the phonon thermalization through anharmonic effects.

Figure 8 shows the effects of anharmonicity on the thermal conductance of mass graded interfaces, both as a
facilitator in the weak anharmonicity limit and a suppressor in the strong anharmonicity limit. We calculated G
keeping the number of layers constant at either Nl = 8 or 16, while varying the thickness of each layer t (see Fig. 8).
At low temperature, i.e. weak anharmonicity, Gblk,i is negligible and thermal conductance increases with junction
thickness. This trend flips at high temperatures, shown in Fig. 8, where anharmonicity is strong and Gblk,i plays a
profound role in hindering thermal transport and consequently, G decreases with junction thickness.

Using the results from this computational work, our goal is to guide experiments to design engineered interfaces
with enhanced thermal conductance including bridging interfaces, that can be integrated into devices to achieve
superior thermal and electronic performances. It has previously been shown by Wu et al. [42] that a symmetric
graded layer of GaAs/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs can enhance the electron mobility. Moreover, experimental fabrication of
compositionally graded junctions has been enabled by a metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) process
and thus necessitates an investigation on the effect of the parameters, which can be adjusted during the fabrication,
that can alter the thermal transport [43]. Change in material composition across the junction is an important factor
that can influence the thermal transport at mass-graded interfaces. In the next section, we compare the level of
enhancement in G using two different grading schemes: exponential vs. linear.
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FIG. 7. Interfacial thermal conductance from NEMD simulations at T = 30 K for different thicknesses of the junction. Each
color represents a different sub-layer thickness. Sample error bars are shown at L = 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, and 48 u.c.

TABLE I. Contribution from interfacial thermal conductance Gint,j at individual boundaries and intrinsic conductance Gblk,i

values to the overall thermal conductance G at T = 30 K from NEMD for three cases with equal layer thickness t and different
number of layers Nl.

t (u.c.) Nl
1∑

i 1/Gblk,i

1∑
j 1/Gint,j

G (MW m−2 K−1)

6 2 626.5 195.4 148.9 ± 2.0

6 7 299.9 325.6 156.1 ± 1.2

6 10 240.1 364.8 144.8 ± 0.8

VI. EXPONENTIAL VS. LINEAR

A 6 fold increase of thermal conductance was previously reported [36] for linear mass-graded interfaces. In this
section, we aim to compare the percentage of enhancement in two systems: grading the mass along the intermediate
layer 1- linearly and 2- exponentially. Since the exponential variation of masses results directly from the geometric
mean rule, which yields close to maximum conductance at an interface with a single intermediate layer, it is expected
that exponentially graded interfaces result in larger enhancement in G.

To test the aforementioned hypothesis, we setup the baseline system with mass mismatch of 10 between the two
contacts, i.e. mr

ml
= 10, to replicate the work presented by Zhou et al. [36]. We set the junction thickness to be

L = 12 u.c. and the temperature T = 30 K for all the systems, so that the two systems are exactly the same
except for the mass of each layer. Our results indicate an extra enhancement in G upon utilizing the exponential
mass-graded interface compared to its linear counterpart (Fig. 9). A maximum enhancement of 308% is attained for
the exponential mass-graded interface, compared to the linear grading which gives 289% (Nl = 6 in Fig. 9 ). Our
results are in line with our previous findings and hypothesis[29], that the enhancement due to a bridging layer can be
maximized when the mass of the intermediate layer is close to the geometric mean of the contact masses.

The difference between the conductance values for these two types of interfaces slowly decreases as the number
of layers increases. More layers result in smaller mass mismatch at each boundary. Previously[29], we showed that
as mass mismatch (mr

ml
) at the interfaces decreases, a wider range of masses around the geometric mean produce a

conductance close to the maximum. Thus, the influence of the geometric mean rule reduces for larger numbers of
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layers and the exponential and linear mass-graded interfaces exhibit a similar enhancement in thermal conduction.
The percentage of enhancement at these mass-graded interfaces strongly depends on the amount of mass mismatch

in the systems. Our results indicate that enhancement in G varies from 68% to 308% as the mass ratio varies from
3 to 10. It is necessary to develop a framework where the reported percentage of enhancement is independent of the
vibrational mismatch. This may be done by taking advantage of the dependency of G from the mass ratio at the
boundary and maximum phonon frequency present in the system, as shown in our previous work[29].
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FIG. 9. Comparing enhancement in thermal conductance values (GB and GA stand for the conductance of the bridged and
abrupt interfaces, respectively) between linearly and exponentially mass-graded interfaces, varying the number of layers at the
interface, and keeping the total thickness constant. Junction thickness L for all the cases is 12 u.c. System temperature is set
to be T = 30 K. (ml = 40 amu , mr = 400 amu)

VII. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that the introduction of an exponentially mass-graded junction can enhance thermal con-
ductance beyond its linear graded counterpart. The enhancement of conductance at such interfaces depends on the
number of layers, thickness of the junction and the temperature. In the harmonic limit, increasing the number of
layers results in better acoustic impedance matching at the boundaries and higher phonon transmission at those
individual interfaces and thus facilitates thermal transport. On the other hand, adding more layers in the junction
decreases the number of transport channels, consequently hindering the transport. These opposing actions thus result
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in increasing the overall conductance initially, and then turns into an asymptotic saturation of thermal conductance
when the number of layers is large. We also found that the potential enhancement using a mass-graded junction
strongly depends on anharmonicity, which is both influenced by the thickness of the junction and the temperature.
Anharmonic processes, however, play opposing roles on the conductance. At low temperature, when anharmonicity is
weak, extra anharmonicity provided by the thicker junctions facilitates transport by thermalizing phonons with higher
frequencies to the modes with lower frequencies and higher chance of transmission at the boundaries. In the limit of
strong anharmonicity, however, the intrinsic resistance of the junction overshadows the gain in conductance at the
boundaries, and consequently extra anharmonicity hinders the transport in this regime. Influence of mass-grading on
thermal conductance is dominated by the phonon thermalization through anharmonic effects, while elastic transmis-
sion of phonon modes across boundaries plays a secondary role. Lastly, we find that the percentage of enhancement
strongly depends on the mass mismatch at the interface, varying from 308% to 68% as the ratio varies from 10 to 3.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION DETAILS

We calculate thermal conductance between the left and right contacts of abrupt and mass-graded interfaces shown
in Fig. 1. For each system, the crystal structure (FCC with a single atom per primitive unit cell), lattice constant a,
and interatomic force constants are invariant. The boundaries between adjacent materials are perfectly abrupt. The
junction atomic mass mj is varied between the contact atomic masses ml and mr according to Eq. 1.

To describe atomic interactions, we use the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential ULJ(rij) = 4ε[(σ/rij)
12− (σ/rij)

6], where

rij is the distance between atoms i and j, ε = 0.0503 eV is the energy scale, and σ = 3.37Å is the length scale. These
potential parameters are chosen to be identical to those used in our previous work [29]. The cutoff distance for the LJ
potential is chosen to be 2.5σ including interactions up to 5th nearest neighbors. In the harmonic NEGF calculations,
we use 2nd order expansion of this potential to model atomic interactions. The equilibrium lattice constant for this
structure is a = 5.22 Å at T = 0 K. The mass of the left contact is fixed to ml = 40 amu, while the mass of the right
contact is either 120 amu (Figs. 2-8) or 400 amu. (Fig. 9).

For the NEMD simulations, we use the LAMMPS MD simulator on a system with 10 × 10 × 302 conventional unit
cells and a time-step of 2 fs. We impose periodic boundary conditions over x and y directions and set the atomic
layers at the two ends of the system as walls. Heat is added to the system from the left edge and removed from
the right edge using the Langevin thermostat. The baths’ temperatures are set to Tbath = (1 ± 0.1)T with a time
constant of 1.07 ps over blocks of 50 unit cells thick. This setup for the thermostat is done to ensure sufficient
phonon-phonon scattering that prevents potential size effects especially at low temperatures. On the computations at
very low temperatures (T = 2 K), significant size effects can arise due to the lack of phonon thermalization. T = 2 K
corresponds to the non-dimensional temperature kBT/ε = 0.003, which is less than 1% of the melting temperature.
At such a low temperature, atomic displacements are small and atoms behave almost harmonically. Thus, phonon
interactions due to anharmonicity are small and phonon thermalization is small. To obtain enough thermalization in
our system, we increase the size of each thermal bath. We tested for potential size effects due to the cross section, the
thickness of the domain and the thermostat time constant in our previous work [29] and no significant change in the
interfacial thermal conductance was noticed. We also test for size effects on mass-graded interfaces. Table II exhibits
how thermal conductance changes with the thickness of the simulation domain increasing from 60 to 300 unit cells.
It is indicated in Table II that the change in G is less than the standard deviation of our NEMD simulations results.
Thus we conclude that the choice of 300 unit cells for our simulation domain thickness guarantees that our results
are size effect independent.
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TABLE II. Size effects on the thermal conductance of a mass-graded interface determined by our NEMD simulations. Results
are for the system with ml = 40 amu, mr = 120 amu and the mass-graded layer with 10 layers Nl and each layer thickness
t is equal to 2 unit cells. The conductance values are given in MW m−2 K−1. The standard deviation of five independent
calculations is the reported error.

G (MW m−2 K−1)

Thickness (u.c.) 60 90 120 240 300

T = 2 K 88.17 ± 0.47 88.86 ± 1.59 89.04 ± 0.59 91.06 ± 0.93 91.26 ± 0.65

T = 30 K 146.47 ± 1.02 150.66 ± 1.09 155.01 ± 2.51 165.77 ± 5.45 163.95 ± 5.04

To prevent changes of pressure as the temperature varies from affecting thermal transport at the interface, we
account for the thermal expansion of the system. We perform equilibration runs under zero pressure at different
temperatures using the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT). The results are used to find the dependence of the lattice
constant with temperature, which is fitted to a third order polynomial function:

a(T) = 5.2222 + 0.0004T + 10−6T2 − 4 × 10−9T3Å. (6)

Atoms are first equilibrated under the microcanonical ensemble (NVE) for 4 ns. Next, heat is added to the system for
10 ns to achieve steady state. Then, the temperature is recorded for 6 ns to ensure a proper statistical average. From
the temperature profile, we estimate the interfacial thermal conductance dividing the heat flux over the temperature
drop, which arises from a linear fit of the temperature at each lead extrapolated to the interface.
Conductance values from NEMD reported in this paper are averages over five independent calculations for which the
initial velocity condition are generated randomly.

In the NEGF simulations, we use 100 grid points to sample the 0–20 Trad/s frequency range and 100×100 grid points
to sample a FCC conventional unit cell Brillouin zone. This dense frequency and wavevector samplings guarantees the
convergence of G. In all NEGF calculations, we excluded the effect from the contact resistance, and the conductances
are four-probe measured conductances [29]. This set-up helps us compare the NEGF and NEMD results. Before we
started the systematic calculations of the exponential graded systems, we compared our NEGF and MD simulations.
For an ml = 40 amu and mr = 120 amu abrupt interface system, we got G =59.3 MW m−2 K−1 at T =0 K from
NEGF calculations and G =61.0 MW m−2 K−1 at T =2 K from NEMD. These values are reasonably close considering
the temperature difference.
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